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内容概要

The Hwan-Woong dynasty is in turmoil. General Hae-Mo-Soo has taken control of most of the land. Prince
Chi-Woo, ruler of the Hwan-Woong dynasty, is so severely depressed by the hardships he's suffered during the
Revolution that he has become almost non-functional. It's in this state the prince is discovered by Gat, a peasant
and close friend of the Prince. Gat rescues Ghi-Woo from General Hae-Mo-Soo's men, but the danger is not over
yet. Though Hae-Mo-Soo and Shi-Woo both lay claim to power, there can be only one ruler of the land.  Gat and
Chi-Woo begin their journey together, enduring heartache and hardship as they seek to reclaim the Prince's
rightful place on the throne.  
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编辑推荐

From Publishers Weekly  Simply put, this first of eight volumes is nearly incomprehensible; the confusion is akin to
encountering a long-running soap opera for the first time and having no idea what&#146;s going on. In an
undefined fantasy world that blends modern/futurist visual sensibilities with period Korean costumes, the
sword-wielding hero, Gat, has battled his way to the building where the deposed prince of the Jew-Shin Empire is
held captive. Upon dispatching various levels of cannon fodder, Gat rescues the prince, only to find him in a sorry
state of physical and mental debilitation. At this point readers meet an overwhelming array of warriors, spunky
female martial artists, soldier-priests and evil spirits who seek to wreak all manner of havoc, with an alarming
number of flashbacks and turgid historical text pages thrown into the mix. Not only do these fail to alleviate
readers&#146; bewilderment, they also bring the narrative to a screeching halt. Figure in the utterly pedestrian b&w
art and the prospect of seven more volumes, and you have a recipe for boredom.Copyright &copy; Reed Business
Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.   
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名人推荐

From Publishers Weekly  Simply put, this first of eight volumes is nearly incomprehensible; the confusion is akin to
encountering a long-running soap opera for the first time and having no idea what&#146;s going on. In an
undefined fantasy world that blends modern/futurist visual sensibilities with period Korean costumes, the
sword-wielding hero, Gat, has battled his way to the building where the deposed prince of the Jew-Shin Empire is
held captive. Upon dispatching various levels of cannon fodder, Gat rescues the prince, only to find him in a sorry
state of physical and mental debilitation. At this point readers meet an overwhelming array of warriors, spunky
female martial artists, soldier-priests and evil spirits who seek to wreak all manner of havoc, with an alarming
number of flashbacks and turgid historical text pages thrown into the mix. Not only do these fail to alleviate
readers&#146; bewilderment, they also bring the narrative to a screeching halt. Figure in the utterly pedestrian b&w
art and the prospect of seven more volumes, and you have a recipe for boredom.Copyright &copy; Reed Business
Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.   
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